Invitation to the book introduction, presentation, press conference and reception
titled „Change of system and era in our security protection too!”
Mission: Let us organize together the new, people-oriented 21st century Security System of the Fourth
Hungarian Republic!
I, Antal Miklós Várhalmi PhD, security policy and national security expert and as a citizen invite all those
taking an interest in security policy and who undertake to appear at this event. Especially the professionals,
experts and policy-makers of defence, law enforcement and foreign affairs regardless of them being active,
retired or having moved to work in other fields. I also specifically invite soldiers, policemen, national security
members, tax and customs officers, people working in penalty enforcement, disaster management
members, fire fighters, foreign affairs professionals and all interested private civilians. I invite all civil
organizations, politicians, members of parliament and parties who are interested and/or concerned in the
listed fields.
The goal of the event is to introduce my book as part of a presentation and a press conference, to initiate a
discussion of the subject as part of a small reception, to strengthen professional and human relationships.
I also highlight the introduction of a unique, new, innovative and comprehensive security protection
approach and planning method.
The event is open to the public but registration is required as without this the size of the room, the conditions
of organization, the number of free copies of the publication and the catering required for the reception
cannot be estimated. Identity will not be checked so those may also come who can or want to participate
under a different name only!
Received specifically addressed invitations to the event: the four ministries concerned in the subject,
security services, the relevant committees of parliament, members of parliament, institutions providing
higher level education in the subject and their teachers, intellectual workshops of security policy, security
policy experts, experts of political parties, civil organizations, the relevant Hungarian and foreign media,
embassies and representatives in Hungary, retired soldiers, policemen, security service members, fire
fighters, disaster management members, tax and customs administration members, penalty enforcement
members, several professional groups on FACEBOOK and many others.
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Timing of the event: 2013.05.29, Wednesday, 15.00-17.00(18.00)
Location of the event: Benczúr Hotel, H-1068 Budapest, Benczúr utca 35. Conference room.
The language of the event is Hungarian, we will not provide interpretation.
How to get there: by M1(yellow) metro line, at Bajza station or at Heroes square (about 500 m walk)

Agenda of the event:
* The author introduces his book in an approx. 30-minute presentation. The book will not be sold publicly (it
will only be passed on to the people and organisations concerned in form of free copies).
* Following this, the representatives of the press can ask their questions in approx. 15(-30) minutes. Those
media representatives who leave earlier may take their free copies based on their registrations.
* The press conference is followed by the 5-5 minute questions, comments of the people present (approx.
10-20 questions, comments) directly related to the subject of the book. All participants can speak up
maximum twice after everybody who wanted to contribute has already spoken once. Comments can be
submitted in writing as well and sent in advance.
* After the comments and the author’s reactions, at the beginning of the reception, the people present can
take over their free copies based on the registration lists. The author wishes to respond to comments
directly or more closely related to the subject of the book.
* The event is closed by the 30 (-45) minutes of the reception.
After completing the registration information sheet, you may forward it to one of the below addresses:
The Facebook page of the publication and the event (joining and application to the event): Rendszer és
korszakváltás a biztonságunkban is
Email: innovativ.biztonság@gmail.com
Fax: +36-79-326581
In case of sufficient interest and after the review of the free copies, the author is planning to organize an indepth discussion on the subject of the publication in the autumn.
I welcome all well-meaning and interested people with friendship!

Antal Miklós Várhalmi PhD
Security policy and national security expert
Own homepages: www.varhalmi.hu, www.nemzetbiztonsag.lap.hu
FACEBOOK: Varhalmi Antal MiklosDr - Hungary
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